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A person picks up a 
backpack and carries
it on his back.

A person approaches the 
small table and shifts
position with their hips 
resting against it.

A person bends over, lifts
a large box with both 
hands and walks around
casually.
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Figure 1. Our HOIAnimator excels in turning text descriptions into realistic animations of human-object interactions. It’s adept at depicting
a variety of actions, such as bending, lifting boxes, and picking up bags, with believable contact between the human and the objects.

Abstract
To date, the quest to rapidly and effectively produce

human-object interaction (HOI) animations directly from
textual descriptions stands at the forefront of computer vi-
sion research. The underlying challenge demands both a
discriminating interpretation of language and a comprehen-
sive physics-centric model supporting real-world dynamics.
To ameliorate, this paper advocates HOIAnimator, a novel
and interactive diffusion model with perception ability and
also ingeniously crafted to revolutionize the animation of
complex interactions from linguistic narratives. The effec-
tiveness of our model is anchored in two ground-breaking
innovations: (1) Our Perceptive Diffusion Models (PDM)
brings together two types of models: one focused on hu-
man movements and the other on objects. This combination
allows for animations where humans and objects move in
concert with each other, making the overall motion more
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realistic. Additionally, we propose a Perceptive Message
Passing (PMP) mechanism to enhance the communication
bridging the two models, ensuring that the animations are
smooth and unified; (2) We devise an Interaction Contact
Field (ICF), a sophisticated model that implicitly captures
the essence of HOIs. Beyond mere predictive contact points,
the ICF assesses the proximity of human and object to their
respective environment, informed by a probabilistic dis-
tribution of interactions learned throughout the denoising
phase. Our comprehensive evaluation showcases HOIani-
mator’s superior ability to produce dynamic, context-aware
animations that surpass existing benchmarks in text-driven
animation synthesis.

1. Introduction and Motivation

In the dynamic landscape of AI-guided creation (AIGC), 3D
animation has emerged as a crucial and challenging domain.
This challenge is epitomized in human-object interactions
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A person sits on the 
office chair.

A person holds the 
office chair.

Sitting 

Holding 

A. Static B. Dynamic C. Interaction
Figure 2. Navigating the complexity of HOIAnimator. (A): the
‘static’ interaction is depicted with a stationary office chair, show-
casing a human sitting on the chair. (B): the ‘dynamic’ interaction
portrays both the human and the object in motion, exemplified by
the act of holding an object. (C): Arrows denote forces and trajec-
tories involved in HOI.

(HOIs), which aim to generate realistic animations from
textual descriptions. The intricacy lies in translating written
language into visual narratives that accurately capture the
nuanced dynamics between humans and objects. Achiev-
ing this requires a sophisticated understanding of linguistic
cues and a deep knowledge of physical interaction princi-
ples. The intersection of language and physics makes 3D
animation creation challenging and innovative.

The field of animation creation, driven by advancements
in natural language processing and generative modeling as
demonstrated by Li et al.[20] and Zhang et al.[48], faces
a formidable challenge: effectively mapping the low-
dimensional latent spaces of textual descriptions to the
high-dimensional, complex spaces of human and ob-
ject motions. While recent endeavors like those by pre-
vious effort [6, 25, 35] showcase the potential of convert-
ing text prompts into visual content, the intricate task of
accurately rendering realistic dynamics from concise text
remains largely unmastered. This issue is particularly evi-
dent when the model interprets a simple text-based action
like ‘holding’ a bag but cannot adequately replicate the di-
verse, context-dependent ways this action might manifest,
such as the various methods of carrying a bag.

Building upon the foundation laid by innovative projects
like InterGen [21], Scene Diffuser [15], Narrator [42], and
InterDiff [41], the field has advanced significantly in gen-
erating animations through interactions with scenarios or
human figures. Yet, a formidable challenge persists: accu-
rately modeling and animating the complex forces and
reciprocal influences between humans and objects. As
illustrated in Fig. 2, the relationship between a human and
an office chair, for example, is not merely a static or one-
dimensional interaction. It is a dynamic interplay, influ-
enced by various factors such as the intent behind the inter-
action, the trajectory of movement, and the contextual use
of the object, all of which are dictated by the narrative text.

Our HOIAnimator introduces dual perceptive diffusion
models (PDM) to simplify the first challenge, adeptly cap-
turing spatial dynamics between humans and objects, creat-

ing animations consistent with the textual prompts. HOIAn-
imator utilizes two diffusion models: a human-centric
model for human movements and an object-centric model
for object dynamics. The models communicate with each
other through a novel Perceptive Message Passing (PMP)
mechanism. The PMP adaptively learns the weight and bias
of object clues embedded into human motion flow. This col-
laborative approach ensures the active engagement of both
entities in the animation, leading to more complete and ac-
curate representations of the narrative.

To tackle the challenge of accurately representing com-
plex forces in HOI, we introduce a novel concept of Inter-
action Contact Field (ICF), a model that learns the patterns
of contact as described in text prompts through a diffusion
model. This diffusion model is skilled at interpreting textual
cues and translating them into ICF, effectively capturing the
spatial dynamics of HOIs. The ICF offers a comprehensive
perspective on interaction probabilities, advancing beyond
traditional collision detection methods. By incorporating a
probabilistic approach that considers object affordance, hu-
man intent, and ergonomics, the ICF is able to predict po-
tential points of interaction. This leads to animations that
are both dynamic and adaptive, more accurately mirroring
the complexities of real-world object manipulation.

To summarize, our contributions are listed as follows.
• We propose a brand new HOIAnimator, a framework

that utilizes dual Perceptive Diffusion Models, human-
centric model and object-centric model, to accurately ren-
der human-object interactions in animations. The core of
PMD is a cutting-edge PMP mechanism designed to en-
able seamless and effective communication between hu-
man and object-centric models, ensuring lifelike and en-
gaging animations.

• We present a simple yet powerful ICF to proactively
identify and assess potential contact points between en-
tities. The key is learning the distribution of interaction
probability between humans and objects, and mapping
text-based interaction cues into spatial dynamics. Our
method goes beyond basic collision detection, using a
probabilistic field informed by object characteristics, hu-
man intentions, and ergonomics. This leads to animations
that are dynamically responsive and closely mimic real-
world object interactions.

• We conduct extensive experiments in both public and
wild datasets. The results demonstrate the superior ability
of our HOIAnimator to generate human-object interaction
animations. Our dataset and project will be public.

2. Related Work

2.1. Text-to-animation Generation

Animation generation commonly employed neural network
models such as the Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) [11,
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Figure 3. Method overview. We propose the HOIAnimator with two key parts: (1) Perceptive Diffusion Models (PDM). This part
combines the movements of both people and objects in the animation, making sure they move together in a realistic way. (2) Interaction
Contact Field (ICF). The ICF provides the clues that humans and objects interact and contact each other (Training phase of HOIAnimator).

27], Vector Quantized-Variational AutoEncoder (VQ-
VAE) [12, 28], and Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) [23, 43, 44] to acquire representations and pat-
terns necessary for generating animations from text de-
scriptions. These models were trained on textual descrip-
tions and generated representations and patterns for anima-
tions. However, the recent introduction of diffusion mod-
els [14, 22, 32, 47] greatly improved the ability to reason
about text and represent animation [1, 2, 5, 39, 48]. For in-
stance, MDM [36] introduced a transformer-based genera-
tive model that was adapted for the many-to-many nature of
the domain. Building on MDM, SinMDM [29] learned the
internal motifs of a single motion sequence with arbitrary
topology and synthesized motions of arbitrary length that
were faithful to them. Furthermore, PriorMDM [31] pro-
posed using a pre-trained diffusion-based model as a gener-
ative prior to fine-tuning for few-shot and zero-shot settings.
Inspired by the two-person generation, we propose a bidi-
rectional diffusion model to generate HOI animations. This
model utilizes the diffusion process for both inference and
generation, enabling it to handle the intricate relationships
and uncertainties associated with humans and objects.

2.2. Human-object Dynamic Interaction

Current research prominently focuses on unraveling the in-
tricacies of human-object interactions. Recent studies [9,
13, 37, 45] explored the detailed modeling of whole-body
interactions. However, most works [4, 24, 34, 40, 46]
focused on human-object relations within static environ-
ments, where objects are treated as passive. In contrast,

recent works [15, 19, 41] integrated objects and scenes
as dynamic components in motion prediction models. In
multi-human interactions, some works [21, 31] introduced
diffusion-based approaches for generating text-driven inter-
action motions for two people. The complex nature of in-
teractions between humans and objects, significantly differ-
ent from multi-human interactions, is further complicated
by the disparity in data features. Addressing this, several
works [7, 33, 38, 49] attempted to unravel these complexi-
ties. Utilizing the expanding array of 3D datasets that cap-
ture human interaction [3, 8, 16, 17, 24, 24, 42], our work
introduces a novel text-prompt paradigm for streamlining
the generation of HOI animations.

3. New Methodology
3.1. Overview

Our HOIAnimator aims to achieve end-to-end conversion
from text description to 3D HOI animations. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3, the pipeline of HOIAnimator begins with
a novel representation for HOI animation, described in Sec-
tion 3.2, which underpins our text-prompt-based animation
generator, aimed at minimizing inconsistencies between
humans and objects. Subsequently, to synchronize text-
driven prompts with corresponding dynamic visual repre-
sentations, we introduce the PDM, a novel interactive dif-
fusion mechanism specifically described in Section 3.3. Fi-
nally, to optimize the details between the surfaces of hu-
mans and objects, we introduce the ICF, engineered to eval-
uate the probability of contact within the interaction spaces
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afforded by objects in Section 3.4.

3.2. HOIAnimator Definition and Preliminaries

Our HOIAnimator is specifically designed to handle the an-
imation with the positions of 3D coordinates for both hu-
mans and objects. We define the HOI Animation Defini-
tion in rigid mathematics. Meanwhile, we introduce Dif-
fusion Model for HOI Animation Generation for gener-
ating HOI animation. We utilize diffusion models’ gener-
ative power, employing a stochastic diffusion process for
dynamic, precise HOI animations.

HOI Animation Definition. Generating the spatial co-
ordinates of humans and objects and providing pose infor-
mation for both are essential for creating consistent anima-
tions. Inconsistencies often occur when various methods are
used to represent these elements. For instance, human bod-
ies are commonly represented using SMPL-H [26], while
objects are typically depicted through translation and rota-
tion. To resolve this, we propose a unified approach in-
volving four key parameters: the human shape parameter
(β ∈ R10), the human pose parameter (θ ∈ R159), the ob-
ject’s translation parameter (τ ∈ R3), and the object’s rota-
tion parameter (γ ∈ R3). By integrating these parameters,
we form the HOI animation, denoted as x1:i = {β, θ, τ, γ},
where xi ∈ R175 represents the pose state in frame i.
i ∈ [0, N ] and N is the maximum animation length. The
HOI animation effectively captures the dynamics of human-
object interactions in animation.

Diffusion Model for HOI Generation. Drawing inspi-
ration from previous works [10, 18, 30], we opt for the dif-
fusion model [15] to generate HOI animations. Similarly
to the text-driven motion generation task, our training set
for text-driven HOI animations consists of pairs (xi, texti),
where texti is the textual description of the HOI animation
(xi). During inference, given a textual description of the an-
imation, we can generate an animation that matches the de-
scription. We build our text-driven HOI animation pipeline
based on diffusion models. This diffusion can be modeled
as a Markov noising process ({xt

1:i}Tt=0), gradually adding
Gaussian noise to the ground truth (x0

1:i) until it eventually
becomes pure Gaussian noise (xT

1:i):

q(xt
1:i|xt−1

1:i ) = N (
√
1− αtx

t−1
1:i , αtI), (1)

where t denotes step, t ∈ [1, T ], αt ∈ [0, 1] are fixed set
of values, generated by formula [14]. Thus, at a sufficiently
large step T , αt approaches 1, at which point it can be ap-
proximated as a Gaussian distribution xT

1:i ∼ N (0, I).

3.3. Perceptive Diffusion Models

Specific correlations between humans and objects are es-
sential to address the challenge of significant differences in
pose parameters between humans and objects. Extended
from the single diffusion model [36], our approach employs
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Figure 4. Perceptive Message Passing. Between object and hu-
man centric diffusion models, we use object passage and dual flow
to adjust the features of humans and objects dynamically.
the PDM for more nuanced processing as depicted in Fig. 3-
A. PDM consists of two specialized components: (1) The
human centric diffusion model and object centric diffusion
model. (2) PMP exchanges clues for the two separate diffu-
sion models as depicted in Fig. 4.

Human and Object Centric Diffusion Models. In
PDM, the human centric diffusion model adapts to re-
fine human motion, emphasizing human movement dynam-
ics. In contrast, the object centric diffusion model fo-
cuses on optimizing object trajectories, ensuring precision
in object motion. We duplicate the original animation se-
quence (x1:i = {β, θ, τ, γ}), resulting in two identical
copies. Each copy is then specialized: one for the object se-
quences (xobj = {τ, γ}) and the other for human sequences
(xhum = {β, θ}). We distinctively handle the feature of the
human sequence (H) and the feature of the object sequence
(O). This separation allows for tailored processing of each
sequence type. Further, as elaborated in Equation 1, we
develop two diffusion models: the object centric diffusion,
denoted as GO, and the human centric diffusion, denoted as
GH . We get the final output (x̂obj , x̂hum) as:

x̂obj = GO
(
Ehoi(xobj), Etext(text) + Estep(t)

)
,

x̂hum = GH
(
Ehoi(xhum), Etext(text) + Estep(t)

)
,

(2)

where Estep is diffusion step encoder. Etext is text encoder.
Ehoi is HOIs encoder. The GO, GH predict the final clean
animation in each sampling step. We further break down
this objective into distinct components: rotation and trans-
lation losses, applicable to both humans and objects. We
then focus on optimizing the diffusion model for humans
and objects separately, addressing each aspect as follows:

L = Lhuman + Lobj

= Et∼[1:T ][∥xhum − x̂hum∥2 + ∥xobj − x̂obj∥2],
(3)

where Et∼[1:T ] denotes the average loss for all time steps T .
Hence, it is possible to systematically eliminate noise from
both the human and object sequences collectively, yielding
a coherent HOIs aligned with the provided text condition.

Perceptive Message Passing. PMP facilitates efficient
information exchange between these two components. This
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exchange is enhanced by two mechanisms: object passage,
which deals with the movement of objects passage, and dual
flow, which intertwines the processing of human and object
motions. Together, these elements of PDM ensure a com-
prehensive and accurate representation of motion dynamics,
avoiding oversimplifications in single diffusion models.

In the PMP, the first step is utilizing the object passage
method. This is pivotal for improving the incorporation
of object-specific details into human motion. Object pas-
sage processes object latent code (o) to modify human la-
tent code (h) dynamically (o and h have a detailed de-
scription in Section 3.4). This dynamic adjustment aligns
human-centered data effectively. The adaptive mechanism
is instrumental in enhancing the model’s proficiency in cap-
turing the complex relationship between human kinetics
and object dynamics, a key factor in preserving the real-
ism of the generated HOI animation. The object passage
(Fobj(h|φ, ϕ)) can be written as:

h′ = Fobj(h|φ, ϕ)
= φ · h+ ϕ

= Lw(o) · h+ Lb(o),

(4)

where Lw and Lb are two fully connected networks. φ and
ϕ denote dynamically adjusted weights and biases. The in-
put processed by the converter, which is responsible for re-
fining the human position sequence, is influenced by its in-
trinsic characteristics and dynamic interactions with object
movement. This approach ensures that the generated ob-
ject positional sequences harmonize with contemporaneous
human motion, resulting in a faithful portrayal of human-
object interactions.

The second step in PMP involves implementing the dual
flow approach. This method boosts bidirectional communi-
cation between the human and object centric diffusion mod-
ules. Before the decoding phase of these modules, we inte-
grate the human latent features (h′) and object latent fea-
tures (o′) using an aggregation module (Fdual). These in-
tegrated features are then added to the original features as
residuals, enhancing the overall process. This integration
can be articulated as:

< ĥ, ô >= Fdual(< o′,h′ >,< h′,o′ >)⊕ < o′,h′ >,
(5)

where <,> represents a pair of input data in a specified
order, which is compatible with certain mathematical op-
erations. ⊕ is the element-wise add, which is to learn the
residual value. Fdual(a, b) denotes the concatenation of the
two feature vectors a and b. First, we perform self-attention
on a, b to obtain features. After transformation by the ag-
gregation module, the features are truncated to match the
dimensional of a. Last, ĥ and ô serve as feature inputs to
the latent decoder, reconstructing them into x̂0

1:i.

3.4. Interaction Contact Field

Our primary objective is to create realistic and interactive
HOI animations. Previous models [21, 31, 41] often strug-
gle to capture this information about the contact between
humans and objects. To address this challenge, we intro-
duce a revolutionary method: ICF. The ICF is meticulously
designed to calculate the probability of contact between hu-
man bodies and specific object regions crucial for interac-
tion, as depicted in Fig. 3-B. By focusing on these contact
probabilities, the ICF facilitates the generation of realis-
tic HOI animations. This notably improves the realism of
interactions. Further strengthening this innovation is a so-
phisticated ICF embedding scheme tailored for both granu-
lar (ICF) and comprehensive (HOI animation) latent spaces.
This scheme ensures exceptional precision in capturing and
visualizing the intricacies of HOIs.

We randomly sample 1,500 points from each mesh, with
a focus on maintaining consistent vertex indices for humans
or objects of the same category. This ensures uniformity and
comparability across different samples.

ICF Prediction. Simply calculating the SDF for humans
and objects yields only basic positional data. However, dur-
ing interactions between humans and objects, more intri-
cate details such as contact and penetration are crucial. To
address these complex interactions, we propose calculating
the ICF via the contact area. Specifically, we assess the
contact and penetration states within the length (S) of HOI
animation. For humans, we represent the vertices as vh.
Similarly, for objects, the vertices are denoted as vo repre-
senting the object vertex count. Then, we randomly sam-
ple 1,500 points from each mesh, focusing on maintaining
consistent vertex indices for humans or objects of the same
category. We calculate the nearest distance to the human
contact information (Ch), assigning a symbol to represent
object penetration (Do). The calculation of human penetra-
tion (Dh), follows a similar approach. Therefore, D<h,o>

can be defined as follows:

D<h,o> = FICF

(
C<h,o>

⇑
, sample(v<o,h>, N)

)
,︷ ︸︸ ︷

Ch[j] =∥ vh[j]− vo[i] ∥2, j = 1, ..., Vh

Co[i] =∥ vo[i]− vh[j] ∥2, i = 1, ..., Vo

(6)
where vh[i] ∈ R3, vh[j] ∈ R3 are j-th and k-th vertex on
humans and objects, respectively. FICF () is the function
that directly computes the signed distance field. sample()
is a sequence of point clouds. Dh,Do ∈ RN provide us
with information on the spatial relationship between the
object mesh and the human mesh. Then we pre-train the
ICF diffusion model GI(text) similar to Equation 7, and
the corresponding interaction contact field can be generated
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through text description. We predict the ICF process as:

< D̂h, D̂o > = GI
(
D<h,o>, Etext(text) + Estep(t)

)
,
(7)

where text remains consistent with the text of HOI anima-
tion. In this way, we can get the ICF based on textual cues,
which helps the PDM learn the probability of contact.

ICF Alignment for HOI. We incorporate the ICF em-
bedding scheme to effectively align the interaction contact
field (D̂h, D̂o) with the HOI animations, as shown in Fig. 4.
Using an object latent code (o) as an example, we merge
the object feature (O) with the condition (c) to form a com-
bined feature map L = {c,O}. Following this, we em-
ploy cross-attention (Attn) to calculate the desired atten-
tion weights, which are crucial for integrating the human
and object features in the HOI animation. The ICF Embed-
ding process can be formulated as:

o = Attn(Q,K,V) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V,

Q = WQD̂o,Q = WKL,V = WV L,

(8)

where WK ,WV ∈ Rds × Rdk and WQ ∈ Rdq × Rdk are
trainable weights. ds, dq and dk are the channel numbers of
the corresponding weights. ICF alignment guides the gen-
eration of HOI animation, ensuring excellent accuracy in
generating the complexity of HOI animations.

4. Experiments
This section presents our HOIAnimator’s implementation
details and experimental results, comparing it with previous
state-of-the-art methods. In addition, it includes an ablation
study and a user study. More results are provided in the
supplementary material.

4.1. Implementation Details

Datasets. Our dataset is compiled from publicly available
Behave [3] and InterCap [16] datasets, which consist of mo-
tion captured from 3D human interactions. These datasets
offer diverse human interaction actions, featuring common
objects such as tables, backpacks, and chairs and typical in-
teractive actions such as carrying, sitting on, and playing
with. However, these datasets are limited because they are
labeled in a multi-class format and lack detailed textual de-
scriptions. To enhance our dataset for this application, we
undertake three normalization steps. First, we standardize
the frame rate of all motions to a consistent 30 FPS: (1)
We shorten sequences over 10 seconds to a length of 6-10
seconds by trimming the end. (2) Sequences between 6-
10 seconds may also be trimmed, but we keep them longer
than 6 seconds. (3) Sequences under 6 seconds are extended
with extra frames to reach 6 seconds. This standardizes
the length of all the sequences, helping our animation pro-
cess. Finally, these animations are aligned with our HOI an-
imation template, ensuring uniformity and coherence in the

dataset. Following this, we describe the actions in complete
sentences and annotate them using the SpaCy . The final
step in our data preparation process involves manual post-
processing, where we meticulously filter out any anomalies
in the textual descriptions, ensuring the dataset’s quality and
relevance to the HOI animation.

Evaluation Metrics. We follow the performance mea-
sures [11] for quantitative evaluations, including Frechet In-
ception Distance (FID), R Precision, Diversity, and Multi-
Modal Distance (MM Dist). Additionally, our evaluation
is broadened to include an examination of the Vertex dis-
tance and Penetration score [19] of the generated objects.
(1) FID measures the quality of HOI animation generation
by contrasting features of real and synthetically generated
HOI animation. (2) R precision quantifies the alignment be-
tween generated HOI animations and their textual descrip-
tions, ranking actual text within the top 1, 2, or 3 positions.
(3) Diversity evaluates the range and depth of the HOI an-
imation produced. (4) MM Dist calculates the average Eu-
clidean distance between motion features and correspond-
ing textual descriptions. (5) Vertex distance evaluates gen-
eration quality by comparing distances between vertices in
real and generated objects. (6)Penetration score assesses
realism based on the human-object interaction proximity in
the animations.

Parameters. For the HOI Encoder, we utilize a 2-layer
linear architecture with a latent dimensional of 1024. Re-
garding the ICF, as well as object and human centric dif-
fusion modes, we use a 4-layer transformer with a latent
dimension of 512. For the variance settings in 3 diffusion
models, we preset the variance value to increase linearly
from 0.0001 to 0.02 within T = 1000 noise steps. The
text encoder incorporates a frozen CLIP ViT-B/32 model
complemented by two additional transformer encoder lay-
ers. The Adam optimization algorithm is employed to train
the model, with a learning rate set at 0.0002. Training is
executed on 4 NVIDIA 3090Ti GPUs, with a batch size of
64 per GPU. The model is trained over 250,000 steps.

4.2. Quantitative Evaluation

Baselines. In this study, we propose a novel approach to
the generation of HOI animations with prompt text and
compare it with several state-of-the-art methods, including
MoitonCLIP [35], T2M [11], MDM [15], PriorMDM [31],
MLD [6], InterGen [21].

To the best of our knowledge, rare existing work has
explored text-driven 3D HOI animation generation. To
thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of our HOIAnimator,
we conduct a comprehensive comparison with the above-
mentioned state-of-the-art. Our method takes textual de-
scriptions as input and produces HOI animations. For Pri-
orMDM and InterGen, we retained the core structure of

https://spacy.io/models
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Methods R Precision↑ Vertex Distance↓ FID↓ MM Dist↓ Diversity→ Penetration↑Top 1 Top 2 Top 3

Real motions 0.508±0.004 0.725±0.005 0.821±0.006 − 0.012±0.002 6.754±0.005 9.534±0.065 −

MoitonCLIP [35] 0.322±0.006 0.493±0.005 0.614±0.005 0.979±0.110 1.389±0.049 10.424±0.009 8.192±0.075 0.529±0.003

T2M [11] 0.384±0.005 0.582±0.006 0.673±0.005 0.813±0.003 0.944±0.042 8.492±0.011 8.724±0.132 0.561±0.006

MDM [15] 0.363±0.007 0.573±0.006 0.692±0.006 0.783±0.021 0.859±0.080 9.382±0.017 9.537±0.043 0.568±0.003

MLD [12] 0.448±0.007 0.628±0.006 0.701±0.006 0.711±0.005 0.859±0.080 8.382±0.017 8.543±0.132 0.578±0.003

PriorMDM [31] 0.461±0.006 0.636±0.005 0.727±0.035 0.683±0.073 0.853±0.028 8.776±0.012 9.213±0.042 0.601±0.002

InterGen [6] 0.491±0.005 0.652±0.005 0.734±0.005 0.523±0.005 0.717±0.055 7.932±0.021 9.344±0.023 0.613±0.001

Ours 0.526±0.006 0.719±0.006 0.781±0.005 0.118±0.063 0.623±0.063 7.521±0.014 9.526±0.029 0.643±0.001

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation on BEHAVE [3]. To ensure a fair comparison, we conducted 20 experiments. x±y denotes that x
represents the average value of the metric, while y corresponds to the confidence interval 95% around this mean. ‘↑’ (‘↓’,‘→’) indicates
that the values are better if the metric is larger (smaller, closer); The bold fonts denote best performers. The results show that the HOI
animations synthesized by our model outperform other baselines in terms of semantic matching.
communication diffusion but tailored the parts involving
interactions between two humans to match the format of
our dataset. For MLD, we employed a VAE to encode our
dataset into a latent code representation. Subsequently, we
utilized a diffusion model to generate the latent code, which
was then decoded to produce the final HOI animations.

Quantitative Results and Analysis. Tab. 1 shows our
quantitative comparison results with 6 baselines on BE-
HAVE. Our HOIAnimator marks a notable advancement
over InterGen, as evidenced by measurable improvements
across several key metrics. Firstly, it demonstrates en-
hanced precision (Top-3), boosting the score from 0.734 to
0.781. Furthermore, there is a significant enhancement in
the vertices distance metric, with a reduction in the score
from 0.523 to 0.118, reflecting a more accurate represen-
tation. In addition, the HOIAnimator has achieved greater
fidelity in generated animations, evidenced by a decrease in
the FID score from 0.717 to 0.623 and a 3% improvement
in the penetration score. These advancements collectively
signify a substantial improvement in the performance and
quality of our HOIAnimator.

Methods Precision↑ FID ↓ Penetration↑

Real motions 0.821±0.005 0.012±0.002 −

w/o ICF 0.756±0.004 0.714±0.027 0.615±0.003

w/o PMP 0.723±0.006 0.789±0.042 0.593±0.002

w/o PDM 0.696±0.008 0.823±0.034 0.564±0.003

Ours 0.781±0.005 0.623±0.063 0.643±0.001

Table 2. Ablation study. We show precision (Top-3), FID, and
penetration. Our configuration can achieve the best results.

4.3. Ablation Study

In this section, we examine the roles of three crucial com-
ponents in our method: PDM, PMP, and ICF. We present
the comparative results in Tab. 2 and Fig. 5.

PDM. We evaluate the effect of PDM through an abla-
tion study. Specifically, we benchmark our HOIAnimator
(‘Ours’) against a variant devoid of the PDM (‘w/o PDM’),
which employs a single diffusion model. Our results are
visually represented in Fig. 5, demonstrating that our pro-
posed method is more effective in accurately capturing the

Ours
(full)

w/o
PDM 

Fram
es

A person sits in an office chair and swings their arms in wide arcs.

0
30

60
90

120

w/o
ICF 

w/o
PMP

45° 45° 45° 45°

Figure 5. Ablation study. Our model generates HOI animations
from text descriptions. Simultaneously, we apply a 45◦ rotation
to the right side of each result and use yellow arrows to point out
interaction errors to facilitate the comparison of their quality.

spatial relationships between humans and objects. Further-
more, when assessed in terms of precision (Top-3), Frechet
Inception Distance (FID), and penetration score, our con-
figuration outperforms the ‘w/o PDM’ model, indicating its
superior performance.

PMP. To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed
PMP. This section evaluates our model in the absence (‘w/o
PMP’) and our approach. Fig. 5 clearly illustrates that while
the spatial arrangement between individuals and objects ap-
pears normal, there is an absence of interactive dynamics.

ICF. We remove the ICF (‘w/o ICF’). As depicted in
Fig. 5, the exclusion of the components results in gener-
ally acceptable HOI animations; nevertheless, these anima-
tions are marred by specific inaccuracies, such as unrealistic
penetrations. This observation highlights the enhanced po-
sitional accuracy afforded by our proposed configuration.
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A person stoops gracefully to retrieve a little toolbox from the ground.

A person sits on a square table and then lies down on it.

A person embraces a yoga mat against his chest and cheerfully spins around.

MDM PriorMDM InterGen Ours

Figure 6. Qualitative evaluation. We present zoomed-in details
highlighted within black boxes. For any specified text description,
only our HOIAnimator is capable of accurately depicting the spa-
tial relationships and the dynamic interactions involved.

4.4. Qualitative Evaluation

To illustrate the effectiveness of HOIAnimator, we provide
a qualitative comparison between previous works [12, 15,
31] and HOIAnimator. As shown in Fig. 6, HOIAnima-
tor stands out as the only method capable of effectively
translating textual descriptions that encompass the posi-
tional relationships and interactive dynamics between hu-
mans and objects. In comparison, MDM struggles with pre-
cise spatial positioning of individuals and objects. Although
Prior MDM is adept at classifying human-object interaction
(HOI) actions, it lacks in detailing the nuances of interaction
dynamics. On the other hand, InterGen effectively under-
stands these dynamics, yet it does not consistently execute
interactions accurately. Through examples, HOIAnimator
effectively structures and generates complex interactions.

4.5. User Study

To further evaluate the quality of our generated HOI ani-
mations, we conduct a user study to evaluate the quality of
HOI animations. In the study, we randomly select 9 mo-
tion labels and 20 object labels and combine them to create
10 meaningful descriptions of HOI animations. Based on
these coherent HOI descriptions, we generate synthetic an-
imations and shuffle them using scoring methods for pre-
sentation. After that, we ask users to rate the synthetic
animations on three aspects: (1) Semantic Matching: The
generated animations match the semantics of the given text
descriptions. (2) Interaction Score: The quality of the poses
and interactions between humans and objects in the anima-
tion. (3) Realism: The level of realism in the motion of the
characters. As shown in Fig. 7, the results demonstrate that
our method surpasses other baselines in terms of semantic
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Figure 7. User study. The color bars in the figure indicate the
percentage of the scores. The X-axis represents the number of
participants.
matching, interaction score, and realism.

4.6. Limitation and Discussion

Although HOIAnimator generates realistic HOI animation,
it still has some limitations (see Sup. Mat.). First, the
HOIAnimator is less adept at depicting complex sequences
of interactions. Second, it is limited to scenes involving
multiple objects interacting simultaneously. Furthermore,
our method does not support nonrigid objects animations
(e.g., water). Including the deformation prior into a cur-
rent framework for high-quality deformable generation is
promising, but it requires much more diverse training data.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose the HOIAnimator to convert text
instructions into detailed animations of human and object
interactions. Our key innovation is the PDM, which could
closely align human and object movements with their cor-
responding text descriptions. Additionally, we have devel-
oped an ICF. This field actively influences animation, en-
suring it mirrors the precise and diverse nature of interac-
tions observed in the real world. The results demonstrate
that HOIAnimator excels at creating dynamic and context-
aware animations. In future work, we will improve HOIAn-
imator to better handle complex, sequential actions and in-
teractions involving multiple objects.
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